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                  Healing Hobble Route Instructions                    

5 Mile Loop 

The route is in Healing, a Village in North East Lincolnshire, situated between Stallingborough and Great 

Coates. The START is on the footpath at a signpost opposite to the Healing Manor Hotel entrance on 

Stallingborough Road, Healing, North East Lincolnshire, DN41 7QF. 

Parking: Healing Manor Hotel owners have kindly given us permission to use their overflow car park (please 

follow the signs on their premises). Please avoid this when they have weddings and functions on. We 

encourage you to park elsewhere in the village during this time. 

Bus Routes: There are bus stops a few minutes’ walk away from the start. 

What3words for the START is: ///chitchat.patching.clattered - This will also be your FINISH. 

Please note: Arrows on pictures are shown for route direction. 

            

Once at the START stay on the footpath and head straight ahead keeping the hotel to your right-hand side. Follow this 

footpath around and turn LEFT onto Low Road. 

Once on Low Road cross over safely in front of the school and turn first RIGHT onto The Avenue.  

Once on the Avenue stay on the right-hand footpath and turn first RIGHT down Radcliffe Road. 

Once on Radcliffe Road cross over to the left-hand side footpath and carry on straight ahead crossing over the junction 

of ,Fords Avenue. 

Radcliffe Road veers LEFT and will turn into Nicholson Road. You will soon approach a small fork in this footpath, take 

the left-hand path as it horseshoes around (do not cheat and cut across it!)  

START - opposite 

Healing Manor Hotel 

 

Healing Manor Hotel entrance on the right. Start on the 

left. (direction of route in red) 
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Staying on the left-hand footpath follow Nicholson Road all the way around as it veers left to the end. Just before the 

end of Nicholson Road cross over to the right-hand footpath, at the bottom turn RIGHT onto Fords Avenue and cross 

over to the left-hand side footpath. 

                                         

Once on Fords Avenue, follow this path to the bottom of the road and turn LEFT onto Oak Road. 

Once on Oak Road stay on the left-hand footpath and follow the road until you reach Station Road, here turn LEFT. 

Follow Station Road to the bottom until you reach a mini roundabout, cross over safely and head straight onto Wisteria 

Drive staying on the left-hand footpath. 

 

Wisteria Drive is a long road that winds around to the left. Stay on this footpath until you come to a T-junction at the 

main road called Stallingborough Road. Turn LEFT onto Stallingborough Road.   

Stay on this path and head straight ahead. You will come to the signpost that you started at. You are now HALFWAY.  

REPEAT the FULL loop that you have just completed until you are back at this signpost for a second time.  

ONCE YOU HAVE REACHED THE SIGNPOST FOR A SECOND TIME - This is your FINISH. 

 

Nicholson Road - Right 

turn onto Fords Avenue 

Fords Avenue – Left turn onto 

Oak Road 

Mini roundabout at the bottom of Station Road. Go 

straight ahead onto Wisteria Drive. 
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MAP OF ROUTE – PLEASE NOTE THERE WILL BE DIRECTION SIGNS TO GUIDE YOU AROUND THE ROUTE.

 


